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SPRINGFIELD — Governor JB Pritzker released the following statement on the House
passage of the comprehensive energy package, Senate Bill 2408, that puts consumers
and the climate first:
“Today, with the House passage of SB 2408, the State of Illinois is one historic step
closer to reaching a 100 percent clean energy future. For many years, comprehensive
energy legislation that puts consumers and the climate first has been debated while
scientists around the world have sounded the alarm about the growing impacts of
climate change. SB 2408 puts the state on a path toward 100% clean energy and invests
in training a diverse workforce for the jobs of the future. Illinois will become the best
state in the nation to manufacture and drive an electric vehicle, and equity will be
prioritized in every new program created. The days of utility companies writing energy
legislation to pad their profits have ended because SB2408 puts consumers and climate
at the forefront, prioritizes meaningful ethics and transparency reforms, and institutes
key ratepayer and residential customer protections.
A legislative package of this magnitude required bringing all stakeholders to the table,
holding regular meetings for more than a year, keeping an open mind, negotiating in
good faith, and reaching consensus on a bill that fights climate change and preserves and
creates jobs. I want to express my sincere gratitude to Speaker Welch and Leader Evans
for their tireless collaboration to get this package across the finish line. To the members
of the Clean Jobs Coalition who have worked day and night to protect our planet, thank
you for fighting this urgent battle for the next generation of Illinoisans. Your advocacy
will leave our children a better and safer Illinois. To our brothers and sisters in
organized labor, thank you for fighting for working families across the state and
ensuring a just energy transition for Illinois’ energy workforce.
I look forward to SB 2408’s swift passage in the Senate, and signing it into law as soon
as possible because our planet and the people of Illinois ought not wait any longer.”

